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Disclaimer...

I do not work on neutrinoless double beta decay experiments!

This might make me “unbiased” ... 
  ... but I may not have deep expertise!...  
        (and apologies if I don't zoom in on your fave)



Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay

• observation would indicate:  
• neutrinos are Majorana
• antimatterless matter is created

• light neutrino mediator is the nominal 3-flavor explanation
• but can have other mediators in BSM scenarios



Experimental searches are based on nuclides for which NLDBD is 
  energetically possible, and which cannot a, 1b decay 

Stable 
against 
ordinary b- 
decay

But can 
 decay via 
   b- b-  

For
example:



Experimental strategy: look for
  peak in the two-electron spectrum
  corresponding to neutrinoless final state
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want large 
Q value!

want high 
natural 
abundance! 

The list of special NLDBD isotopes currently being pursued

Agostini, Benato, Detwiler, Menéndez & Vissani, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787

or at least,
ability to 
enrich...



Observed half-life:
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*Caveat: BSM 
physics can be 
hiding!

*



The Lobster Plot

If neutrinos are Majorana*, experimental results must fall in the shaded regions
  Extent of the regions determined by uncertainties on mixing matrix elements
                                                                  and Majorana phases

D. Moore, 
TAUP
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*and standard 3-flavor picture, light-neutrino exchange mechanism
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Neutrino mixing parameters

Majorana phases
     do not affect 
      oscillations  

Observables in 
oscillation experiments



Assuming 3 flavors, light-neutrino exchange mechanism for NLDBD:

Clearly the mass ordering matters a lot
   for interpretation of NLDBD results 

Normal 
ordering

Inverted
ordering

Quasi- 
degenerate
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Remaining oscillation unknowns in the 3-flavor paradigm

poor 
knowledge

sign of Dm2

unknown
(ordering
of masses)

Is q23 
non-negligibly
 greater
 or smaller
than 45 deg?

More and better info to come from:
     beams [LBL], burns [solar, JUNO], 
            bangs [SNe]...  what will we know about mass ordering?( ( ... it's smelling like normal, but inverted is not ruled out... )



Projections from Snowmass

• Next ~5 years:  maybe ~3s from T2K + NOvA + JUNO
• DUNE/Hyper-K are next-generation long-baseline experiments
• DUNE will nail the mass ordering very rapidly 



Where we are experimentally for NLDBD

D. Moore, 
TAUP

Best current 90% CL limit, smallest NME

Best current 90% CL limit, largest NME

Starting to clip the IO region



Next experimental goal: cover the IO region
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Normal 
ordering

Inverted
ordering

Quasi- 
degenerate

18 meV

If ordering is inverted (or QD) we will be in a good place!
  Either:  discover NLDBD! OR ( neutrinos are Dirac OR BSM )



What if the mass ordering is normal?

We could also have a high mass scale and
   discover NLDBD in the next generation ...
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Normal 
ordering

Inverted
ordering

Quasi- 
degenerate

1.5 meV

What if the mass ordering is normal?

Otherwise, need to go lower...next goal for mbb is 1.5 meV, 
  normal-ordering floor for m1=0
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ordering

Quasi- 
degenerate

What if the mass ordering is normal?

But... Nature could have cooked up diabolical parameters
  and we could end up staring into the funnel of doom...
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Normal 
ordering

Inverted
ordering

Quasi- 
degenerate

What if the mass ordering is normal?

Athough it's still possible BSM could surprise us!



Back-of-the-envelope experimental sensitivity

e: detection efficiency
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei 
T: observation time
UL(B(T) DE): upper limit for expectation 
                   of B background events in ROI of width DE

want lots of signal 
and no background 
in Region of Interest



Go after the numerator:

e: detection efficiency
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei 
T: observation time
UL(B(T) DE): upper limit for expectation 
                   of B background events in ROI of width DE

Want lots of candidate isotope!
At lifetime of 1026-27 yr   (mbb~ 50 meV in IO region) 
  need ~ 104 moles (~ 1 tonne) for  1 count/yr

è  want high natural abundance, or effective isotope separation



Go after the denominator:

e: detection efficiency
Nsource: number of isotope nuclei 
T: observation time
UL(B(T) DE): upper limit for expectation 
                   of B background events in ROI of width DE

• Want small DE to avoid the
     2nbb “friendly fire” and exclude
     other background

• Generally want high Q value to
   keep away from background

• Beat down all other background
  ... ultra-cleanliness, underground
       location needed



Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay Experiments
      many, many isotopes and technologies
                            

ABDMV, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787

Recent and future experiments



The “Brute Force”
Approach

The “Peak-Squeezer” 
Approach

The “Final-State
Judgement”

Approach

...and many (most) experiments try to do more than one of these...

General NLDBD experiment strategies

focus on the numerator 
with a huge amount
 of material 
      (possibly sacrificing 
         resolution)

focus on the denominator
 by squeezing down DE

(various technologies)

try to make the 
background zero by 

tracking or
 other technique



Brute Force Strategy Example: 
         

- "KamLAND-Zen 800": mini-balloon
 w/ 745 kg of enrXe-loaded scintillator inside pure scintillator

- Kamioka mine in Japan

KamLAND-Zen



KamLAND-Zen Results PRL 130, 051801 (2023) 

Most sensitive search to date: mbb < 36-156 meV

Next plans: improve energy resolution, 1 ton mass



A Peak-Squeezer:  CUORE

- source = detector
- calorimetric approach 

w/ high intrinsic energy 
resolution

Cryogenic bolometer
 w/ natTeO2  @ LNGS

Next generation:
CUPID Li2enrMoO4
L

scintillating bolometer
w/ particle id



More Peak-Squeezers:  Germanium

MAJORANA
DEMONSTRATOR

Germanium diode detectors
  enriched in 76Ge;  very good energy resolution

- Sanford Lab in South Dakota
- segmented detector strategy

- Gran Sasso, Italy
- detectors submerged in LAr

GERDA



LEGEND tonne-scale program

S. Elliott, S. Schönert
LEGEND-200 @ LNGS
• Physics data-taking

 March 2023 (140 kg)
•  Complete 200 kg 

 array in early 2024
 

LEGEND-1000
• Site TBD (LNGS or 

SNOLAB)
•  Conceptual design 

in progress



Final-State Judges
         

Pick out NLDBD signal from the background
      by precision final-state tracking 

Gas Xe TPCs (e.g.,  NEXT)

Possibly, pick out DBD signal by 
final-state-nucleus ID

Segmented
 trackers
 (e.g., SuperNEMO)

Barium 
tagging
in xenon 
liquid or gas

136Xe→136Ba + 2e 

B. Jones



EXO-200
LXe TPCs

- no tracking, but single (0n) 
   -vs-multisite (bg) selection

- scintillation & ionization
- 80.6% enriched 136Xe

Hybrid peak squeezer/brute-forcer/[final-state judging]

nEXO

- excellent background rejection
  by fiducialization

[+...long-term ideas for barium tagging]



And more creative ideas out there!

ABDMV, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787



ABDMV, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787

Summary of recent and future experiments

Up-to-date 
limits from LRP



Sensitive background and exposure for
recent and future experiments

ABDMV, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787

Grey dashed lines: discovery sensitivity on the NLDBD T1/2 (isotope-independent)



Sensitive background and exposure for
recent and future experiments

ABDMV, RMP 2022, arXiv:2202.01787

Grey dashed lines: discovery sensitivity on the NLDBD T1/2 (isotope-independent)
Colored dashed lines: mbb sensitivities to get to the bottom of the IO region 
for specific isotopes, taking into account NME & phase space
           [specific ~optimistic NME assumption]  → want to be to the lower right of your colored line!



CUPID, nEXO, LEGEND @ LNGS & SNOLAB

NLDBD in the US Long Range Plan



The future is exciting for NLDBD experiments!
• we're starting to clip the IO region (KZ-800)
• next-generation tonne-scale experiments 

  will get below it
• lots of activity and ideas

(Don't forget to watch
out for giant squids)


